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Project Brief

■ Select a product that has interesting functionality and usability
properties.

■ Examine the product and create a list of the product’s features 
and why they exist.

■ Create a visual document that communicates these.



Canon 650d DSLR Camera

■ The product I have chosen for this 
project is my canon 650d DSLR 
Camera.

■ I chose this product for a number of 
reasons

– It has a vast amount of 
functionality, with no fewer 
than 22 buttons on its exterior 
surface.

– Touch screen.

– Diversity with interchangeable 
lenses.

Analysing My Product



Features and Functionality

■ 1. Button to release lens so you can 
change your lens for a different 
scenario.

■ 2.Clips to attach  a neck strap, should 
you want to hand the camera around 
your neck.

■ 3. Hot shoe mount to allow connecting 
external modules such as 
lights/microphones.

■ 4. External ports for connecting 
microphones/headphones/HDMI out. 
Rubber sealed doors keep these 
protected from water.
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Features and Functionality

■ 5. Touchscreen for changing various 
settings, displaying photos and 
displaying the shot when in video 
mode. This screen also pivots by 270 
degrees and rotates out from the body 
by 180 degrees.

■ 6. Pop-up flash for shots in the dark.

■ 7. Rubber textures for extra grip in 
areas where it is needed.
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Exploring
Interchange-able lenses



Rotating screen display

Exploring



Touchscreen LCD

Exploring



Popup Flash and Overall Shape

Exploring



■ For representation, I will illustrate the 
following features.

1. The Interchangeable Lenses.

2. The LCD Display Screen that can 
hinge out.

3. The LCD Display Screen that can 
rotate for various viewpoints.

4. The Touchscreen feature of the 
LCD.

5. The Popup Flash.

6. The Neck Strap for carrying the 
camera.
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Iterate
Lens Replacement: To represent this I drew the camera with a kit lens on, no lens on and a 
telescopic lens on. The lens/lens release button have a 1.75 line weight, full opacity, the rest of 
the camera has 1 line weight and 60% Opacity. The arrows indicate the process of changing the 
lens. I put colour in the lenses after to highlight the fact that this illustration is about replacing 
the lens.



Iterate
Touchscreen Display: To represent this feature, I drew a 
finger on the screen, displaying its abilities to change 
settings via touchscreen. The screen and its port/hinge 
have a 1.75 line weight. The rest of the camera has a 1 line 
weight and a lower opacity of 60%.

Hinged/Rotating Display: Drawing orthographic views of 
the camera, from the left side and from the top displays 
how the cameras display can hinge out from the body and 
rotate into many positions. The screen hinge/rotation 
movements are represented by copies of the screen in 
various positions with varied opacities. The line weights of 
the display are thicker than the body of the camera and 
the overall opacities are higher. 



Iterate
Popup Flash: I created two side views of the camera and 
highlighted the flash button in green and the icon above it. 
The button, icon and popup element have a higher opacity 
and line thickness than the rest of the camera. The 
element when not in use is shown in dark grey and the 
element when in use is in a lighter grey. I also decided to 
insert a representation of a flash in yellow.

I then experimented with closer views of both to see if this 
would focus on this particular feature more.



Iterate

Neck Strap: A drawing of a silhouette of a person with the 
camera ganging around their neck via the neck strap 
illustrates this.  The silhouette has a lower opacity and line 
weight than the camera/strap.

Ergonomic Grip: The various rubber textures grip points 
around the camera were highlighted in grey by me, with a 
higher opacity and line weight than the other parts of the 
camera. I also experimented by adding a rubber texture fill 
however I don’t think it looks too good.



Compose
Feature Composition: The First Display poster for the Canon 650D Camera that I done up on 
illustrator. The focal point being the touchscreen functionalities and the rotating screen. 



Compose

Feedback From the in-class Presentation

■ Hierarchy is not clear. The most important feature is not very obvious.

■ Vary line weights more to highlight the particular feature more.

■ Lines dividing sections are good.

■ The lens replacement colours are distracting when trying to focus on 
other areas of the document.

■ Unsure what exact camera it is, all it says is Canon.



Compose
Revised Feature Composition 



Compose

Changes Made to Revised Composition

■ Radial Gradient from white in middle to grey at the edges helps disguise 
the lower opacity lines, making the important feature stand out.

■ Icons to highlight each feature are more appealing. The size of the icon 
suggests the features importance therefore creating a clearer hierarchy.

■ Added the full drawing from the interchange-able lens drawing.

■ All drawings have been altered to display a feature more clearly using 
line weights etc.
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